This paper presents a systematic procedure based on the adjoint method for solving a class of inverse directional alloy solidification design problems in which a desired growth velocity v f is achieved under stable growth conditions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that a continuum adjoint formulation is proposed for the solution of an inverse problem with simultaneous heat and mass transfer, thermo-solutal convection, and phase change. In this paper, the interfacial stability is considered to imply a sharp solid-liquid freezing interface. This condition is enforced using the constitutional undercooling criterion in the form of an inequality constraint between the thermal and solute concentration gradients, G and G c , respectively, at the freezing front. The main unknowns of the design problem are the heating and/or cooling boundary conditions on the mold walls. The inverse design problem is formulated as a functional optimization problem. The cost functional is defined by the square of the L 2 norm of the deviation of the freezing interface temperature from the temperature corresponding to thermodynamic equilibrium. A continuum adjoint system is derived to calculate the adjoint temperature, concentration, and velocity fields such that the gradient of the cost functional can be expressed analytically. The cost functional minimization process is realized by the conjugate gradient method via the finite element method solutions of the continuum direct, sensitivity, and adjoint problems. The developed formulation is demonstrated with an example of designing the directional solidification of a binary aqueous solution in a rectangular mold such that a stable vertical interface advances from left to right with a desired growth velocity.
INTRODUCTION
Various design, identification, and control problems take the form of an inverse problem in which, in addition to the various field equations, incomplete conditions are available in part of the boundary, whereas overspecified boundary conditions are supplied in another part of the boundary [1] [2] [3] .
Significant attention has been given to conduction based inverse heat transfer problems [4] [5] [6] . Applications to solidification processes were also addressed [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Time sequential as well as whole time domain solution techniques have been developed including finite and infinite-dimensional optimization schemes [4, 5, 9, 12] .
Some attention has also been given to inverse heat transfer problems involving free or forced convection [13] [14] [15] [16] . In our recent work [17] , we derived a functional optimization formulation and continuum adjoint equations for inverse natural convection problems. This work was recently extended to the inverse design of solidification of pure substances with a desired interface heat flux G and growth velocity v f [18] . The combination of G and v f has important implications on the type and scale of the obtained solidification microstructures [19] . This paper will generalize our earlier analysis to the inverse design of directional solidification processes of dilute binary alloys. Heat and mass transfer and melt flow are the key transport mechanisms in the solidification of binary alloys. In addition, one must consider the phase change process at the solid-liquid freezing interface. For a dilute binary alloy, a macroscopic sharp solid-liquid freezing interface can exist at thermodynamic equilibrium at the liquidus temperature corresponding to the interface concentration as dictated by the phase diagram. Assuming a macroscopically sharp interface, a well posed direct mathematical model of alloy solidification can then be defined for the calculation of the temperature, concentration, and flow fields, as well as for the calculation of the interface shape and growth. The temperature (or heat flux) on the whole mass impermeable mold boundary is assumed to be known in this direct model.
Although the above-stated mathematical direct problem is well posed, there is no guarantee that its solution will satisfy the a-priori assumption of a sharp solid-liquid interface. Such inconsistencies between the analytical model and the physical experiment have been reported in [20] . One of the most simplified necessary conditions for the existence of the sharp solid-liquid front in binary alloy solidification is the absence of constitutional undercooling in the liquid melt ahead of the freezing interface [19] . For the purpose of the present inverse design analysis, we will consider that the absence of constitutional undercooling is sufficient for the existence of a stable growth. A comprehensive review of morphological stability in solidification is given in [21] .
The structure of this paper is as follows. At first, a reference design directional solidification problem with a desired growth and an a-priori assumption of a sharp freezing front is presented. Through a direct analysis it is shown that such a mathematical design is inconsistent with the corresponding physical model and that it eventually leads to an unstable interface growth. A precise definition of an inverse design directional alloy solidification problem is then presented in order to obtain a desired stable growth for a binary alloy system. The problem results in two separable inverse problems, one in the solid phase and another in the liquid melt. Emphasis is here given to the inverse problem in the liquid phase.
The developed methodology is finally tested with an example problem in the solidification of a NH 4 Cl water solution in a rectangular mold.
DEFINITION OF THE DIRECT PROBLEM AND OF A REFERENCE DESIGN PROBLEM

The Direct Binary Alloy Solidification Problem
Let us consider a directional solidification process of a dilute binary alloy that is confined in mass impermeable mold walls (see Fig. 1a ). Initially the alloy melt is at a uniform concentration c o and a uniform temperature T i . At time t = 0 + , a cooling heat flux is applied at the side os of the mold wall to bring the boundary temperature to the freezing temperature corresponding to concentration c o . Let us denote the solid region as s and the liquid region as . These regions share the common interface boundary I whose normal vector n is defined pointing towards the solid region. The region has a boundary which consists of I (the solid-liquid interface), o (the vertical mold wall on the liquid side), and the remaining boundary h (the top and bottom horizontal mold walls). Similarly, s has boundary s , which includes I , os , and hs . The regions and s are time dependent and the interface I is moving to the right with a nonuniform velocity v f . Subscripts s and are used to denote quantities for the solid and liquid phases, respectively, while the subscript f is used to denote the freezing front.
We make the following assumptions about the transport of heat, solute, and momentum in the solidification system:
• Constant thermo-physical and transport properties, including thermal and solute diffusivities α and D, respectively, viscosity ν, density ρ, thermal conductivity k, and latent heat L.
FIG. 1.
Schematic of the reference problem of binary alloy solidification in a rectangular cavity: (a) the direct solidification problem with heat flux q os (cooling) on the solid wall os and heat flux q ol on the liquid mold wall. Solidification is assumed to proceed from the left to the right. For arbitrary q os and q ol , the effects of convection will lead to a curved interface as shown. (b) The reference inverse design problem to achieve a flat solid-liquid interface growth with a uniform desired velocity (q ol = 0). The heat flux q os is appropriately selected using an inverse heat conduction analysis. In both problems, an a-priori assumption of a stable growth (sharp solid/liquid interface) is made.
FIG. 2.
Phase diagram of a dilute binary alloy: m is the magnitude of the slope of the liquidus line, κ is the partition ratio and T o is the y-intercept of the solidus/liquidus line.
• The melt flow is assumed to be a laminar convective flow induced by temperature and concentration-dependent density variations subjected to the Boussinesq buoyancy forces (constant thermal and solute expansion coefficients β T and β C ).
• The solute diffusion in the solid is negligible compared to that of the liquid, i.e. D s /D → 0.
• A macroscopically stable sharp interface exists between the solid and liquid regions.
The first two assumptions will generally be valid for solidification systems with dilute concentration level, moderate temperature differences, and a Newtonian liquid melt. The third assumption is true for most semiconductor materials and crystallized aqueous solutions. The existence of a sharp solid-liquid interface (last assumption) is nontrivial and does not necessarily conform with the physical reality corresponding to the prescribed cooling/heating boundary conditions. More discussion on the validity of the sharp interface assumption will be given in Section 2.2 with an example problem.
Let us introduce the dimensionless form of the governing equations. The reference temperature is taken as T ref = T o − mc o , the length scale as l, and the time scale as l 2 /α . The parameters T o and m are defined in Fig. 2 . The following nondimensionalization of space, time, temperature, velocity, concentration, and pressure is introduced:
where γ = 1 + (T i − T o )/mc o indicates the relative amount of initial super-heating of the liquid melt. We introduce the following familiar nondimensional parameters Pr, Le, Ra T , Ra C , and Ste [17] . In the rest of this paper, we will drop the overline "-" in the notation of the nondimensional quantities and all quantities shown are dimensionless unless it is otherwise stated. The nondimensional governing equations take the form
where R α = α s /α , R k = k s /k , e g = g/|g| is the unit vector in the direction of gravity, and κ is defined in Fig. 2 . The Stefan condition (Eq. (16)) can be used to define the interface motion. The thermodynamic equilibrium condition is stated with Eq. (14), which is derived from the dilute alloy phase diagram (Fig. 2) . Note that the above problem has been presented with q o as a parameter. This emphasizes the parametric dependence of the solution T (x, t), c(x, t), u(x, t), and v f (x, t) on the boundary heat fluxes q o in Eq. (8) and q os in Eq. (12) . Finally, we note that for the reference direct problem of Fig. 1a , one must solve the above equation system, together with the a priori assumption of a stable sharp interface growth.
A Reference Design Problem with a Desired Interface Growth
Here we will introduce a reference design problem (see Fig. 1b ) with q ol = 0 and a flat interface throughout the process of solidification. (2)- (16), where the differences from the direct problem of Section 2.1 are that q os in Eq. (12) is problem unknown, while v f in Eqs. (16) and (15) is explicitly given. Since the transient location of the interface I (t) is given (through integration of v f (t)), the solid and liquid domains are known at all times. We can separate the above inverse problem into two subproblems and solve them sequentially:
• A quasi-direct problem in the liquid region (t): Using Eqs. (2)- (10), (14) , and (15), calculate the temperature, velocity, and concentration fields in the melt. The temperature and concentration gradients G = ∂ T /∂n and G c = ∂c/∂n, respectively, at the interface I can be obtained from the temperature and concentration field solutions. In order to identify the present results with the reference problem of Fig. 1b (11) with the boundary condition Eq. (13) and the overspecifying boundary conditions on I (temperature and heat flux from the solution of the quasi-direct problem in the liquid and the Stefan condition from Eq. (16)), find the unknown heat flux q os (y, t) on os . Such a problem can be solved with the adjoint equation technique of [11] and it will not be repeated in this paper.
Numerical Solution of the Reference Design Problem and a posteriori Examination of the Sharp Interface Assumption
Let us take an example of the solidification of a NH 4 Cl water solution (1.5% weight concentration) with initial overheating of T i − T o = 20
• C, in a rectangular cavity (dimensionless height h = 1, width w = 0.5), as shown in Fig. 1b . The inverse design objective is to realize a vertical flat interface moving from os to o at a constant dimensionless velocity v f = 0.2. The thermophysical properties are taken from [22] and are shown in Table 1 . Solidification starts off at t = 0 + when the x = 0 boundary is suddenly dropped to T = 0 (the dimensionless melting temperature at initial concentration) and runs up to t max = 1.5 when 60% of the slab has solidified. A moving finite element method is used to solve the system of Eqs. (2)- (10) (quasidirect problem in the liquid melt). The initial mesh (at t = 0) used is shown in Fig. 3 and it contains 20 × 20 rectangular bilinear elements. The number of elements is maintained fixed at all times. These elements are deformed uniformly through out the process. The contribution of the mesh velocity is taken into account in the convective terms. A streamline upwind Petrov-Galerkin method is used, together with a predictor-corrector scheme for the 
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FIG. 3.
The finite element mesh in the liquid melt at t = 0.
time integration of the discretized equations. The time step is taken as t = 0.0004 before t = 0.02 and t = 0.004 afterwards. The numerical implementation follows that of [23, 24] , and it is similar to that presented in our earlier work [17] . From all the calculated results, we are particularly interested in the interface heat flux (Figs. 4a and 4b, respectively) . The calculated flux G, together with the calculated interface temperature can be used to solve the inverse conduction problem in the solid and obtain the heat flux q os (y, t). We will not present these results as we will next show that the calculated The absence of constitutional undercooling in the liquid melt is used here as a simplified form of the necessary conditions for interface stability. This condition is expressed mathematically as
where G = ∂ T /∂n and G c = ∂c/∂n are the gradients in the normal direction of the dimensionless temperature and concentration fields at the liquid side of the interface, respectively. Note that the above equation can also be written in a more familiar form as in [19] , G > mG c , where G and G c are the magnitudes of the gradients of the dimensional temperature and concentration fields at the liquid side of the solid-liquid interface and m is the magnitude of the slope of the liquidus line in the phase diagram (Fig. 2) . Equation (17) is here written in a nondimensional form and using a normal unit vector n at the interface boundary that points towards the solid phase. The solution of the reference design problem given in Figs. 4a, b does not satisfy Eq. (17). Indeed, let us examine if the solution is such that G = G − G c < 0 is satisfied. From  Fig. 4c (the earlier stage G < −1.0 is not shown) we do observe that G > 0 some time after solidification started. The stability condition is only satisfied at the early stages of solidification (the shaded region of Fig. 4d ). At later times, constitutional undercooling has occurred in the liquid. The physical explanation for the onset of such undercooling mainly lies in the difference between the thermal and solutal diffusivities (their ratio Le 1) and because the rejected solute at the interface cannot be diffused as fast as the heat. 
The above mathematical model with the assumption of a sharp solid/liquid interface is thus not physically realistic.
INVERSE DESIGN TO ACHIEVE A DESIRED STABLE GROWTH
Referring to the reference design problem of Section 2.2 and in order to achieve a desired interface growth, we relax the adiabatic condition q ol at the mold wall o in the reference problem of Fig. 1 . With a similar configuration, we pose using Fig. 5a the following inverse design problem: Find the cooling condition at os as well as the heat flux condition q o (y, t) at the vertical mold wall o , in order to achieve a desired growth of the interface (the same as that in the reference problem of Fig. 1b) that is ensured to be constitutionally stable (i.e., Eq. (17) is satisfied).
FIG. 5.
Schematic of the inverse problem to achieve a sharp interface moving with a desired growth velocity v f during solidification of a binary alloy in a rectangular cavity: (a) problem requirement and unknowns; (b) inverse subproblem in the liquid phase.
Such an inverse problem can be separated into two subproblems, one inverse problem in the solid and another inverse problem in the liquid region, respectively. This is possible since, as part of the design objectives, we consider that the location of the interface I is explicitly given through the growth velocity v f (t). The inverse problem in the solid is an inverse heat conduction problem. The inverse problem in the liquid, as shown in Fig. 5b , is to find the unknown heat flux q o (y, t) at the vertical liquid mold wall o , such that at the liquid side of the interface I the following conditions are satisfied: the solute balance (Eq. (15)), the phase diagram liquidus relation (Eq. (14)), and the constitutional stability condition (Eq. (17)). This is a typical inverse problem with overspecified boundary conditions. In this problem, three boundary conditions are given at the interface I relating the temperature T and the concentration c. We also have the solute impermeable condition equation (9) and an unknown thermal flux condition at the mold wall o . The major objective of this paper is to solve such an inverse problem involving heat and solute transport and thermo-solutal convective flow. We call such an inverse design problem with coupled heat, mass, and flow transport mechanisms, an inverse design thermo-solutal convection problem. To our knowledge, this is the first time that a continuum formulation is proposed for the solution of inverse problems for such coupled continuum systems.
Enforcement of the Constitutional Stability Condition
Notice that the stability requirement of Eq. (17) is in an inequality form. We can transform it to the nondimensional equality form
where ≤ 0. The specific form of is part of the inverse problem definition. However, there is freedom in the selection of any nonpositive (y, t) in order to enforce stability. Let us recall the time variation of G in the reference example of the last section ( G ref ) and the loss of stability when o was simply kept adiabatic. We will here use the calculated G ref (y, t) in the reference design problem (Fig. 4c) as a basis for choosing and make the necessary adjustments to when G becomes positive (i.e., when the interface of the reference design becomes unstable). In particular, we select the form of the stability condition,
where δ is chosen as a small scalar parameter. Also, recall that due to the selection of the direction of n, v f (t) · n < 0. As δ → 0, → 0 which means that marginal stability is maintained after G ref > 0. The underlying physics for such a choice is to pursue minimum heating flux input at the liquid boundary mold wall o , thus minimum cooling at the solid mold wall os and overall a minimum energy consumption that ensures the desired stable growth. The "over-stable" amount parameterized by δ is introduced for numerical accuracy considerations since, theoretically, the optimum heat flux q o (y, t) at o calculated with = 0 may also be able to avoid the occurrence of G > 0. However, the design for an interface that is slightly over-stable will compensate for the numerical error in the implementation of the discretized problem. The specific form of such an over-stable amount can be understood from its equivalent dimensional form,
where, following the notation of [19] , G and G c are in the above equation referring to the magnitudes of the corresponding gradients of T and c, respectively. The second term on the right hand side of the above equation can be thought of as the perturbation of G c by a δ portion of its estimation through the dimensional form of Eq. (15) with a fixed c = c o on the right-hand side of Eq. (15) . There might be physical considerations other than marginal stability/minimum energy consumption that someone can use to choose (y, t), such as minimization of the solute inhomogeneity in the final solidified product. Since this paper represents the first study of the inverse design of stable interface growth, we will only use the simplified marginal stability conditions given here with based on Eq. (19).
The Adjoint Method Formulation
Definition of the optimization problem.
The inverse design thermo-solutal convection problem in the liquid can be formulated as an optimization problem. With the guessed heat flux condition at the liquid boundary mold wall,
and using Eqs. (2)- (5), initial conditions equation (6), and boundary conditions equations (7)- (10) and (18), one can define a direct thermal-solutal convection problem on a prescribed domain (t). Let us denote its solution for the temperature, concentration, and flow fields as T (x, t; q o ), c(x, t; q o ), and u(x, t; q o ), respectively, indicating their parametric dependence on q o . Note that the liquidus relation equation (14) is not used in this direct problem definition, thus it is not certain that it will be satisfied. Instead, for arbitrary
to indicate the discrepancy of the calculated temperature from the concentration-dependent liquidus temperature at the interface. In the most familiar dimensional form, the above cost functional is defined using the discrepancy between the calculated interface temperature T and the equilibrium freezing temperatute (T o − mc). Such a cost functional can be thought of as a measure of the deviation of the interface from the thermal conditions corresponding to thermodynamic equilibrium. The inverse problem in the liquid is restated in a minimization sense as follows:
where T and c in the functional S are defined by Eqs. (2)- (5), (6), (7)- (10) and Eq. (18) for a given q o .
Certain compatibility conditions are generally required between the given data v f , , the material properties, and geometry in order for a solution of the inverse problem to exist with S(q o ) = 0. In this paper, our objective is to construct a minimizing sequence q
. . , that converges to at least a local minimum of S(q o ). If such a minimum can lead to an interface growth that is close enough to the desired growth conditions and is constitutionally stable, then an acceptable design solution has been obtained. 
Governing equations of the sensitivity problem. To perform the optimization procedure that minimizes
Linearization of the direct problem results in the continuum sensitivity problem
where is the sensitivity pressure.
Governing equations of the adjoint problem.
In order to realize the minimization of S(q o ), it is essential to find its gradient (derivative) S (q o ) with respect to q o that is defined by:
After some lengthy manipulations (see [25] ), we can define the adjoint problem
∂φ(x, t; q o ) ∂t
with end conditions
and the boundary conditions
It can be shown that the gradient of S(q o ) is given as [25] 
In the limit case of Le → 0, the adjoint equations for (ψ, φ) are decoupled from those for ϕ. The adjoint system is reduced to an identical form to that developed earlier for inverse natural convection problems [17, 18] [26, 27] . The optimization procedure is the following:
Step A. Make an initial guess of q
Step B. Calculate the conjugate search direction
1. Solve the direct problem for T (x, t; q 
Set S (q
Step C. Calculate the optimal step size α i : 
.
Step
Step E. Set i = i + 1 and go to Step B.
The inner product in the L 2 space involved in the CGM procedure is defined as
NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION, RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION
The inverse algorithm of Section 3 is implemented here for the solidification of NH 4 Cl-H 2 O that was also used in the reference design problem of Section 2.3. However, the objective here is to find the transient histories of heat fluxes at x = 0.5 and at x = 0 that result in a stable growth with a desired constant front velocity. To overcome the difficulty of the end condition of the adjoint method (recall that based on Eq. (43) and for each iteration i we have that, q i o (y, t max ) = q 0 o (y, t max ); i.e., q i o (y, t max ) maintains its value from the initial guess solution), we modify the choice of the interface growth velocity as follows:
Integration of v f (t) gives the resultant desired interface location as
where we select the dimensionless parameters as v o = 0.2, t mid = 1.5, and t max = 2.0. An initial guess q 0 o (y, t) = 0 is made. The desired interface growth slows down after t = t mid and is such that v f (t max ) = 0. The selection of v f (t > t mid ) → 0 allows the interface concentration gradient G c → 0 and leads to a solutal convection that dies out for t > t mid . The thermal field is also expected to be smoothed out by time t max and thus the approximation q o (y, t max ) = 0 is a reasonable one.
The finite element formulation is similar to that presented in our previous work [17, 18] . The time stepping technique for the direct and sensitivity problems is a semiimplicit predictor/corrector procedure [23] , while a Crank-Nicholson scheme is used for the time discretization of the adjoint problem. The adjoint problem is linear, including the coupling among adjoint thermal, concentration, and velocity equations, and thus no Newton-Raphson type of iterations are needed within a time step for its solution. The same time step is used for the direct, sensitivity, and adjoint problems. This is important considering that the solution of the adjoint problem requires the solution of the direct problem at all time levels. The discretized equations are similar to those in [17] .
The finite element mesh and time step sizes are the same as those used for the solution of the reference problem in Section 2.3. The total number of time steps is 545 for each of the direct, adjoint, and sensitivity problems in a single CGM iteration. The cost of each CGM iteration was about 1 h CPU time on the IBM/RS6000 (SP2). As a preliminary study of the solution of such inverse problems and in consideration of the computational cost, the Rayleigh number used here (see Table 1 ) is lower than the actual number under normal laboratory conditions.
For purposes of performing an accuracy study and comparison, both δ = 0 and δ = 0.2 are chosen as the parameter for "over stability" in Eq. (19) . The δ = 0 case is seeking a heat flux solution that strictly leads to marginal stability. For this case, the CGM algorithm proceeds up to 100 iterations when the cost functional S ∼ O(10 −5 ), as shown in Fig. 6 . For the final optimum heat flux, we define the following quantity indicating the energy input into the melt at the mold wall o :
Sinceq o is the solution corresponding to the parameter δ, Q will also depend on δ.
In this example, Q| δ=0 = 0.5173 and Q| δ=0.2 = 0.5828. Their difference is very close to
066, which is consistent with an energy balance. The amount of heat input required at the mold wall boundary is directly related to the amount of "over stability" imposed or achieved at the freezing interface.
A validation procedure is performed to check the accuracy of the interface stability about the optimum heat flux solutionq o (y, t). A quasi-direct problem in the liquid as in Section 2.2 is solved, using the obtainedq o (y, t) as boundary condition at the o mold wall at x = 0.5. Using an approach similar to that shown in Fig. 4 , G and G c are computed a posteriori and the contours of G are plotted in Fig. 9 . Since the cost functional cannot be reduced to zero exactly, the quasi-direct validation solution produces certain regions with positive G along the interface when δ = 0 is used in Eq. (19) while seeking a marginal stability solution (Fig. 9) . A nonzero δ solution reduces the previously (i.e., with δ = 0) obtained G by a certain amount. Whether this amount is enough to overcome the appearance of positive G at all times (except near t = t max ) depends on the accuracy that has been reached in the optimization scheme. A heat flux solution q o (y, t) from relatively larger δ FIG. 9 . Contours of G corresponding to the optimumq o (y, t): (a) δ = 0.2: G < 0 which implies that a stable interface is achieved for most of the times, except for a small region (shaded) near t = t max . The existence of this region is due to the fact that (t max ) = 0 from v f (t max ) = 0 even though δ = 0; (b) δ = 0; a stripe (shaded) centering near the interface location y = 0.12 has G > 0 (unstable), while the bottom part of the interface is always "over stable." Because of the convective effects, y ∼ 0.12 represents the location around which constitutional instability will develop. Note that up to time t ∼ 0.15 and due to the initial high interface temperature gradient, a stable growth is observed. The maximum deviation from the stability conditions is observed at t ∼ 0.3.
can lead to a stable interface growth even though it is one that has not reached very small values of the cost functional in the CGM iterations.
Representative transient temperature, concentration, and flow fields (contour lines of isotherms, isopleths, and stream functions) of the quasi-direct validation problem are displayed in Fig. 10 , under the boundary heat fluxq o that leads to stable growth. Because of such a heating flux at x = 0.5, a horizontal temperature gradient is maintained up to time t mid = 1.5. This is the key mechanism that allows the thermal gradient at the interface to overcome the intrinsic concentration gradient due to solute rejection and thus to lead to a stable growth. Since Pr > 1, the maximum strength of convection is established at an early stage (t ∼ 0.3). For the current choice of Ra T /Ra C and geometry, only one major convection cell appears whose strength is significantly reduced after time t mid . Since the solute diffusivity is small, the convective flow strength controls the magnitude of the curvature of the isopleths near the interface; y = 0.12 turns out as the location on the interface with maximum concentration gradients, and thus, closest to conditions of marginal stability. This explains our earlier observations in Fig. 9 .
In Fig. 11 , we record the spatial-temporal history of the interface temperature as calculated from the quasi-direct validation solution. From Eq. (14) and the phase diagram Fig. 2 , we know that the contours of Fig. 11b also provide a representation of the pattern of solute distribution in the final solidified product. The spatial nonuniformity of the solute distribution is induced by convection flow effects and is sensitive to the growth velocity variations (note that the isotherms change directions after t mid = 1.5 when v f starts to decrease).
The solutionq os (y, t) of the inverse heat conduction problem in the solid region is shown in Fig. 12 . It is obtained by the adjoint method, using the interface heat flux and temperature in Fig. 11a from the quasi-direct validation problem with δ = 0.2. Additional 
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, a systematic continuum formulation of the adjoint method is proposed to solve an inverse thermo-solutal convection problem. The objective is to control the boundary heating/cooling fluxes such that solidification of dilute binary alloys proceeds with a desired stable interface growth. Such study identifies possible inconsistencies in the previous binary alloy solidification models that a-priori assume a macroscopically sharp solid/liquid interface. The stability criterion was here chosen as the absence of constitutional undercooling in the liquid ahead of the interface. Such relation of the interface stability is treated as an overspecified boundary condition in the inverse problem formulation. Based on additional physical arguments of marginal stability and minimum energy input, the   FIG. 12. Optimum heat flux q os (y, t) at solid mold wall.
constitutional undercooling condition is implemented in the form of an equality. We define the cost functional as the thermal deviation of the freezing interface from thermodynamic equilibrium. The inverse design problem is posed as the calculation of the optimum boundary heat flux that leads to the minimization of the cost functional. A close form of the adjoint equation system is derived with coupled thermal, solute, and flow transport mechanisms. The definition of the adjoint system is made such that the boundary value of the adjoint thermal variable at the fixed wall is equal to the gradient of the cost functional. The conjugate gradient algorithm is used to solve for the optimum boundary heat flux that minimizes the cost functional. Since such a heat flux is a function varying in space and time, the adjoint method provides an elegant and efficient numerical scheme for the solution of this class of problems. An example case of the solidification of NH 4 Cl water solution in a rectangular cavity is performed for moderate strength of thermo-solutal convection. Introduction of small amount of "over-stability" is introduced to overcome the problem of loss of stability because of the accuracy level that the numerical optimization scheme can reach.The results are validated to show the achievement of a stable vertical flat freezing interface growth at the desired growth velocity.
The algorithm for an accurate solution of the inverse thermo-solutal convection problem is computationally intensive. Further parametric studies and improvement of the formulation are needed for systems with larger Rayleigh and Lewis numbers. Such studies can extend the applicability of the current algorithm to the solidification of semiconductor materials and metallic alloys and to processes with stronger melt convection. There is a great potential in improving the convergence of the CGM by other techniques such as regularization and preconditioning. Finally, we should note that the design choice of the boundary heat flux may not be sufficient to control such complex systems with coupled transport mechanisms. Additional means such as forced convection through electro-magnetic stirring or rotation may be necessary for the design of alloy solidification processes. In addition, solidification with force convection and boundary heating/cooling design may lead to processes that in addition to stable growth lead to the minimization of solute segregation and reduction of various solidification defects. A significant number of analytical and computational issues in this direction remain to be addressed.
